
Moani™ Dry Live Rock is available as:
50 lb boxes; 1/Case

UPC: 008479003935
500 lb pallet

UPC: 008479003942
1000 lb pallet

UPC: 008479003959

Moani™ Dry Live Rock
Usable shapes and sizes, incredible porosity, subtle colors, and 
pest free performance make Moani the go-to rock for just about 
any marine or reef system. Moani travels dry, but is infused with 
living, spored bacteria for effective cycling and a fast start up. 
No curing required, and always available Moani Dry Live Rock 
is real aragonitic calcium carbonate rock ready to use and will 
not skyrocket pH or alkalinity. Moani is the safe, reliable, and 
affordable alternative to wild collected live rock. 
Retail dry or tanked.

 z Sell wet or dry

 z No pests

 z No curing
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 z IDEAL FOR REEF PINNACLES

 z PERFECT FRAG PLATFORM

 z CREATE MULTI-LEVEL SHELVES

 z PUZZLE PIECE ROCK FLOORING

Shrooms™

New LifeRock Shrooms take your reef tank to a new level! So useful, LifeRock 
Shrooms can be placed flat size down for stable pinnacles with plenty of 
nooks for frags both high and low. Or puzzle piece in your own aquarium 
rock bed on the bare glass tank bottom, fill the crevices with sand, and have 
a firm reef bottom on which to build. Turn them flat side up, and have a tree style platform with plenty of 
holes on top easy frag placement. Use multiple Shrooms, and boost or drop to vary heights, and your reef 
becomes a dramatic, multi-level coral forest full of surface area while still maintaining nice open areas and 
good circulation patterns. As with all LifeRock varieties, Shrooms are infused with living, spored bacteria to 
compress your cycle and need NO curing. For the same shape and performance as LifeRock Shrooms but 
with less color, Moani Shrooms are the perfect alternative.
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Shrooms™ are available as:
LifeRock™ Shrooms™ ; 2/Case

UPC: 008479003676
Moani™ Shrooms™ ; 2/Case

UPC: 008479003669
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